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The Text Revolution:
Changing Times Call for Changes in your Communication Practices
SIMPLE SOLUTIONS TO ATTRACT AND RETAIN CUSTOMERS

Karen Bailo
GM, Agency Sales and Distribution

Progressive provides local independent agents industry-leading tools, products and services, which allows them to counsel customers with confidence when it comes to their simple or complex insurance needs.

To learn more about our products and services or how to become an appointed Progressive agent, visit ProgressiveAgent.com.
Your Most Important Client

Your most important client is you! There, I said it! The most important client you advise is the one you see every morning in the mirror.

I know what you are thinking, "My biggest client is my most important client." Ok, your clients do provide you an income and you work hard for them. But, here's where I am going: YOU deserve the same high-end advice and service your clients have come to expect out of you. Use the proactive and professional agent skills you have developed for yourself and your agency. Most likely, you are proficient at determining the value of your building and the amount of liability coverage your agency needs. When we are all about agency perpetuation, have you even thought about your Errors & Omissions coverage? For most of us, E&O coverage is something of a mystery. It's something for which we pay the premium each year and pray we don't have a loss. Do you even know what’s in your E&O policy? I'm here to tell you that the Westport/SwissRe product the Big I offers is great!

We have all heard stories of strange E&O lawsuits that are brought against our fellow “Big I” friends. Granted, there are a few times that we just plain make a mistake, we unintentionally don’t add something, or we're misinformed about a potential exposure our client has. Even with all the E&O seminars that are designed to make you come to rethink your livelihood and usually alter your agency procedures, there will be a time in your insurance career that you will make a mistake...and when that mistake happens, you would feel terrible about destroying the lives of family and staff if you were to lose a lawsuit for $1 million above your E&O limit.

Twenty years ago, a $1 million limit was considered more than adequate, but then again we lived in a different time. A new car was $20,000 and a gallon of gas was $1.09, plus, we now live in a very litigious society. There is no amount of documentation preventing the $3,000,000 or more lawsuits. You and I need to be protected so that we can sleep at night. Some agents say they set their agency limits to some factor multiplied by their largest client’s umbrella or GL limits. Others use the number of agents/CSR’s in the agency and divide by 2. I’ve also heard of agencies setting their limit based on some randomly derived formula. As I come to see it, because we are all independents, every agency has a different level of exposure; every limit is, and should be different. This is why there is no cookie cutter solution to the question.

When I was looking for some hard and fast rules about E&O limits I found a few websites such as [www.independentagent.com/EOhappens](http://www.independentagent.com/EOhappens) which is a "Big I" website with a ton of tools, checklists, and articles for our members. You can go there to get an E&O audit set up and not only save money on your E&O policy, but you will be more apt to sleep better at night knowing you are making improvements in agency processes. There are others out there, but this one does such a good job and is put together with help from our E&O Company, SwissRe.

This year, when your E&O policy renews please speak with Dan, Frank and their staff about your E&O limits and find out what the minimal cost is of increasing those limits, along with other things you may need added to your policy. They would be more than happy to be a resource and help you decide what best fits your agency. Your most important client is you and our most important client is you!

Finally, let me say "Merry Christmas". May the joy of the season remind you of why we celebrate: it’s the birth of a Savior. I pray you also are reminded why you are part of this noble profession. So be blessed and be a blessing to all you meet and serve!
Thank you, agents.

Auto-Owners is dedicated to the independent agency system and proudly stands behind the agents who represent us. Thank you, agents for your continued loyalty, which helps us take care of the policyholders who rely on us.
MIIAB and its Members Support Make-A-Wish… Raising $40,000 for Wishes

Over the last year, your association has dedicated its efforts in helping raise funds for children in need to grant their wishes. Granting a wish is much more than granting a gift or a vacation to a young child who is trying to triumph over their treatment with a rare life threatening disease. With the help of our members in their local communities, we were able to raise an enormous amount of money for two young children in Minnesota. We thank those members who participated in their local Make-A-Wish fundraising efforts and we hope that this will be an ongoing program in their communities.

We also participated in raising money for Make-A-Wish at our convention last May in which we raised approximately $7500. We also sponsored a Trusted Choice Independent Insurance Agents table at the Make-A-Wish Ball last May for $10,000 and we raised over $5,000 last August in the Minneapolis Make-A-Wish Walk for Wishes at Theodore Wirth Park.

Finally, your association under its Trusted Choice Independent Insurance Agents brand was chosen by Make-A-Wish to be the major matching donator in its annual “Give to the Max Day”. During this day, we raised over $20,000 to help support Make-A-Wish MN and the hundreds of children that they support throughout the year.

We thank all of our members and our insurance company partners for their participation in these fundraising efforts. Next year, we will be building upon our commitment to the Make-A-Wish foundation and will be looking for our local members support in their communities to help us make these children’s wishes come true. Thanks again for all your support!
At North Star Mutual we specialize in more than just Farm, Home, Auto and Small Business insurance - we specialize in service. With our straightforward agency tools and accessible staff, it’s easy to get things done. Thank you to our independent agency partners for your excellent long-term support. We look forward to our continued commitment of serving you and your policyholders for years to come.
Introduction
In today’s day and age there are numerous ways you can communicate with people, including your insurance customers. This includes phone calls, letters, text messaging, Facebook Messenger®, Skype®, LinkedIn®, and so on. The use of what was once known as “non-traditional” forms of communication, particularly text messages, has exponentially increased over the past few years. This article will focus on this rise in text messaging, how you can properly use it to increase and improve your business, and the legal implications of texting for insurance agents.

As an attorney, I regularly have clients text me and message me on Facebook® and LinkedIn®. My clients are using this format to contact me and likely so are your insurance customers. In addition, you may have communications with insurance company underwriters and other insurance company personnel via text messaging. It would not surprise me if you will soon be able to report an insurance claim via a text message. Even my 73 year old father regularly uses text messages to communicate with me, and expects me to promptly respond to him!

Some research has shown that “sending and receiving text messages is the most prevalent form of communication for Americans younger than 50”; and “[m]ore than two-thirds of 18- to 29-year-olds say they sent and received text messages ‘a lot’ the previous day, as did nearly half of Americans between 30 and 49.”1 In addition, some studies have shown that more than 90 percent of people read a text message within the first three minutes of receiving it.2

While some may not like the predominance of texting, it cannot be ignored. There are no legal prohibitions against the use of text, or similar, messaging with your customers. But, there are both positives and negatives to texting. Some of the biggest positives are that texting is simple and easy; texting documents your communications; and the cost of texting is very low. Some of the biggest negatives are the potential for misunderstandings and misinformation and the impression of informality and unimportance.

Positives of Text Messaging
First, as a marketing tool, allowing your customers to reach you via text, should you choose to do so, gives them access to you 24/7. This could be a big selling point for you, particularly with the Millennial Generation (born between 1980-1999), an 80 million-plus group of customers. Millennials are always near their phones, and their next text, with 80% sleeping with their cell phones next to their beds.3

Text messaging is also a way for you to successfully reach your customers, with instant confirmation that a text has been sent, and statistics showing that it will likely be read. For example, some studies show that “Brands using SMS successfully reach 95 percent of smartphone and non-smartphone users.”4 Text messaging is, likewise, generally a reliable and a universal way of communicating with customers and others not just in the United States but throughout the world. Texting internationally is generally the same as a making a phone call; you just need the country calling code to send a text.

Further, texting is instant and to the point. Texting forces you to be succinct, which is important to customers. It is, in fact, the most inexpensive form of communication. To quote Mark Twain, “I didn’t have time to write a short letter, so I wrote a long one instead.” So if you have a tendency to go on and on to make a point, texting forces you to be brief and to succinctly convey your message.

continued on page 11
A national study showed that a majority of consumers don’t purchase another form of insurance through their auto carrier. This represents a universe of opportunity for you! Take advantage by bringing the Hitch to your sales plan. Ask your customers, “Do you have a hitch on that vehicle?” And then, “What are you towing? I can give you a quote for that with Foremost.” These questions can lead to increased retention, satisfaction, referrals, discounts for your customers, and more premium for you.

Learn more from Hitch Guy and Hitch Cat at ForemostAgent.com/Hitch

No matter what your customer tows, or where they go … Foremost Means More.™
Additionally, you don’t have to “break the bank” to use texting technology in your business. Software can allow you to sync your phone to your desktop computer and allow you to send text messages directly from your desk. You can also store, download, characterize, and sort your text messages using various applications on your smart phone, most of which are free or at a very low cost.5

**Negatives of Text Messaging**

So with all of these positives to texting, are there any negatives? The answer is yes, and the lesson is: be aware and be careful when communicating via text.

First, texting, Twitter®, chatting and IM abbreviations, while common, may be confusing. In normal, everyday life, a “TTFN” would be totally appropriate, but when communicating with an insurance customer, such abbreviations are too informal. Certainly, the use of “THX” would be acceptable, but use caution. While you might be up-to-date on the latest lingo, your customer might not know what “BTW,” “RBTL,” “2moro,” or “IMHO” mean. Similarly, if you receive a message with such abbreviations, make sure you are clear on the meaning. A simple message back with a confirmation would suffice.

Likewise, context is very hard to convey in a text message, such that sometimes the benefit of conciseness is outweighed by the need to put the information you are conveying, or receiving, into context.

Errors in spelling and content are also more prevalent in text messages as opposed to emails and traditional letters. Auto-correct can also entirely change the meaning of the message sent or received. Proofread before hitting “send.”

Finally, some people are just not yet comfortable sending and receiving text messages. In those instances, traditional communications are best.

**Legal Implications of Text Messaging**

While text messaging has taken over as the dominant form of communication, there is little case law or legal authority that discusses text messaging in the insurance agent insurance customer dynamic. Currently, there is no legal prohibition on the use of text messaging, or other forms of IM, in communications with your insurance customers. In fact, courts have recognized texting as a valid and predominant form of communication.

However, text communications do have potential legal implications. The most obvious issue is making sure you receive and acknowledge communications that you receive via text from your insurance customers. What is the effect of an insurance customer texting you “please add new 2015 Camaro to my automobile policy the VIN is….” Does this bind coverage? Probably not. However, if you as the agent fail to add the new vehicle, and a claim involving that vehicle later arises, you might be exposed to a professional liability claim.

Another potential legal implication of texting is sending a text to the wrong customer. There is likely limited liability exposure here but there is chance to upset and offend your customers.

Another legal issue that arises with using texts in business is sending sensitive information (driver’s license numbers, social security numbers, bank information, etc…). First, it is highly recommended that you do not send sensitive information via text. However, if you or your customers are sending sensitive information via text, then make sure at minimum you are always locking your phone when not in use; and you should encrypt6 your phone.

Aaron Simon is a litigation attorney with the law firm of Brownson & Linnihan, PLLP. He is admitted to practice law in Minnesota and Wisconsin. A focus of Mr. Simon’s practice is defending insurance agents and agencies and handling insurance coverage cases in state federal courts. Mr. Simon is a member of the Minnesota State Bar Association, the Wisconsin State Bar Association, the Minnesota Defense Lawyers Association, and the Defense Research Institute and the Professional Liability Underwriting Society. To learn more about Aaron, go to http://www.brownsonlinnihan.com/bio/aaron-m-simon/
At West Bend, we’re proud of our broad base of knowledge when it comes to commercial risks. Over the years, however, we’ve developed extensive expertise of certain risks and the skills needed to underwrite them. That’s why we’re more competitive in writing these classes.

Preferred Risk Types:

– Manufacturers of small stamped, rolled, turned, pressed, cut, machined, or soldered/welded products or component parts that are made from material other than wood

– Manufacturers that generally produce items that are simple in nature and physically small

Like light manufacturing.

If you have a light manufacturing risk, contact your West Bend underwriter. We look forward to sharing our expertise with you, and providing the best coverages necessary to protect your valued customers.

www.thesilverlining.com
One should also take care if you are sending mass marketing via text messaging. There are federal and state regulations that exist that apply to this and that should be carefully followed.\(^7\)

**Recommendations**

Like it or not, text messaging (and other forms of non-traditional communication) are here to stay. Be aware of this and embrace these forms of communication while at the same time taking care to still communicate appropriately. Even though texting is less formal than other forms of communication, carefully composing and sending text messages is important. Only communicate via text or instant message with customers who have specifically agreed to this form of communication. Have the customer confirm on the first text that you have the right contact number. In fact, a best practice is to ask your customers what form of communication they prefer.

As always from a professional liability standpoint, documentation is key. Set standards and follow them: all “conversations,” with a customer—whether by text, email, phone or in person—should be documented and preserved.\(^8\) You should also obtain written acknowledgement from your customer regarding all decisions and transactions. Unfortunately, it is sometimes not enough to have one-sided documentation. It is also recommended that if you regularly communicate with a customer via text that you send that customer a written statement regarding your policies and limitations regarding your agencies’ text communications.

A best practice is to develop policies and procedures for your agency’s communications with customers and others by text or other forms of instant messaging. Make sure these procedures are understood by all and carefully followed.

**Conclusion**

Communication continues to evolve with technology and social media. For the insurance industry, this evolution can provide an opportunity to connect in a new way with your customers, particularly as the Millennial Generation takes over the marketplace. For every communication, there’s an appropriate form of messaging, including text messaging. The bottom line is that this form of communication, used with proper safeguards, can be advantageous to an agency’s business, both in terms of reaching more customers and, if a liability claim arises, creating documentation to protect you.

---

1. [http://www.gallup.com/poll/179288/new-era-communication-americans.aspx](http://www.gallup.com/poll/179288/new-era-communication-americans.aspx)
3. [https://www.uschamberfoundation.org/millennial-generation-research-review](https://www.uschamberfoundation.org/millennial-generation-research-review)
6. Most smart phones have a setting that allows to encrypt all of the data on your phone.
7. The Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) and the CAN-SPAM Act set the requirements for commercial messages and marketing. More information on both laws can be found at [https://www.ftc.gov](https://www.ftc.gov)
8. Texts should be immediately forwarded to your business email address and entered into your agency management system. It is important for everyone in your agency to learn how their specific phone works for text forwarding and understand the characteristics of their devices, as they differ.
Don’t just insure. Assist.

Help clients through the stress of an accident with AAA Accident Assist®

One call brings AAA roadside assistance to their crash site, sets the stage for hassle-free repairs, and reserves a rental car for their immediate use.

And you made it happen.

It’s just one of the powerful tools AAA Independent Insurance Agents enjoy.

Contact Donna Kimmes today to learn more.

651-238-7111  Donna.Kimmes@mn-ia.aaa.com

Insurance underwritten by Auto Club Insurance Association or MemberSelect Insurance Company.

www.aaa.com
I was looking at my calendar the other day and I noticed that it has been twenty years since 1) I retired from the St. Paul (now part of the Travelers Companies) and 2) we became aware that we had better be offering Employment Practices Liability insurance to our clients. Whether they bought the coverage or not, the offer was something that had to be made.

I have never seen a need for an insurance product explode onto the insurance scene as fast and dramatic as EPL coverage did. Think back, how often did you even think of this coverage twenty years ago? The reason for its dramatic arrival, of course, was the full force and urgency of the federal and state legislation that was being passed in the early 1990’s, especially the Civil Rights Act of 1991 and the American Disabilities Act that was finalized in 1994. I don't mean to ignore the many other laws that also impact this coverage, but time only permits a brief look. Also, don't forget the various state agencies that can be involved, like the Human Rights Commission and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) that may require our policies to provide some needed legal assistance at hearings as well as defense coverage.

So what has happened in the last twenty years? Remember the long, drawn out applications twenty years ago that took hours to fill out? All the larger companies began to come out with their stand-alone EPL policies (prior to that, the coverage was usually provided as an endorsement to the Directors and Officers policies, or some other policy). Just like the D & O policies in their early development, one size fit everyone. We had one policy for the for-profit companies and the non-profit companies as well. The market was also fairly limited, prices were considered “high” and the minimum premiums were substantial.

A lot has changed in these following years. We now have EPL policies for all kinds of different specialty risks, the applications have slimmed down, prices are getting much better as well as the minimum premiums, and the market is much more open to your submissions.

The methods of providing coverage have changed considerably. The non-profit D & O policies now often offer EPL coverage automatically, or as an option, often with separate limits and retentions. Stand alone policies still have their place, especially for the larger or more adventuresome risks, but now we are seeing easy-to-use endorsements being used in the Businessowners and smaller commercial market. Even ISO got on the band wagon and now has a sample EPL endorsement for use with the GL policies.

This accomplishes two nice effects: no “heavy” minimum premium and the pricing is really getting more attractive. Several companies have begun to provide EPL coverage this way and are getting very aggressive.

As a quick aside, several coverages can be added to the BOP policies and even the larger commercial packages: EPL, D&O and Fiduciary Liability. You can write any or all of them. Here's another little secret: if the insurance carrier is providing the GL coverage, they will already have almost all the information they need to write the D & O exposures, and with a few more questions, the EPL and Fiduciary Liability coverages. So it can be done with a minimum of your time and with a minimum of cost to your clients.

The moral here: start thinking about adding these coverages to your commercial packages. It is a great cross-sell approach. Just start asking your underwriters.

As to the EPL exposures and how they have changed over the past twenty years, the Supreme Court of the United States has been somewhat busy. One of the biggest areas of change is that of sexual preference with reference to both discrimination (including wrongful termination

Technically Speaking...continued on page 17
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cases) and sexual harassment cases now being covered by the ADA (actually the Court said that they “could” be covered by the ADA, depending on the circumstances, but I don’t think we - or our clients - want to be taking chances). Overall, the courts have broadened what the various federal and state laws demand, and put more burdens on our clients to comply in their human resources endeavors.

One area to be aware of is the policy limits and the question of “how much should I buy”? EPL cases are very expensive to defend because the defense attorney has to question most, if not all, the employees. Courts are always looking for a pattern, especially in cases of discrimination and sexual harassment. While there is no easy answer to the above question, I would suggest that a policy or endorsement with limits of $300,000 or less is a defense policy only, because that is about all that will be left if the case is litigated. There won’t be much (if any) limits left to pay for the judgment. Be especially careful of the “throw in” coverages that can be provided, especially in the various BOP policies. Many companies have their customized endorsements that will bring in several coverages under some kind of “blanket” endorsement. While these can be wonderful additions to a BOP policy, the limits are often woefully inadequate. A throw in coverage of $25,000 or $50,000 for EPL exposures is fine, but is just a start in what might be needed if your client is involved in a claim. Be sure to offer higher limits.

Finally, there are the “desperate cases”, that is, those trying to find coverage under our standard policies the past twenty years. The GL, Umbrella, Employers Liability and even the Homeowners have been taken to trial as desperate people looked for help, where almost always, the court found there was none. So, our final thought, is this. If providing EPL coverage today is so relatively easy, don’t forget to mention it to every client. The one policy I didn’t list above, but one that has also frequently been in litigation is the E & O policy. Emphasis on the (O) omission here.

Please judge us by the company we keep!

Berkshire Hathaway Group

We are proud of our parentage (and our cousins!) and strive to live up to the family name.

To learn more about agency appointments with us, go to:

www.guard.com/apply

Featuring One-Stop Insurance Shopping for Small- to Mid-Sized Businesses
We write Workers’ Compensation policies nationwide and make available complementary Businessowner’s Policy, Commercial Umbrella, Commercial Auto, and Disability coverages in select states. We pride ourselves on our easy submission process; competitive pricing; fast, fair claims handling; cash-flow friendly payment terms; and superior customer services.
“When it comes to claims, we know the score!”

Susan Vriezelaar, Des Moines Branch Claims Adjuster II

EMC does more than handle claims, we score them. Information gathered from adjusters and customers provides us with metrics to continually enhance the quality and promptness of EMC's claims handling. It's just one of the many reasons policyholders Count on EMC®.
Austin Mutual Insurance Company became an affiliate of super-regional The Main Street America Group in 2012 and the partnership has opened many great opportunities throughout Minnesota. Minnesota’s independent agents are benefitting greatly from this affiliation. Main Street America and Austin Mutual are focused on expanding their market share in the state in commercial lines, personal lines and bonds. Their commercial product suite features the robust Main Line Business Owners Policy (Main Line BOP), as well as tiered commercial auto, commercial umbrella and workers’ compensation. Austin Mutual’s personal lines product suite includes private passenger auto, homeowners, umbrella, dwellings and mobile homes. Their bonds product line features fidelity bonds and commercial surety.

“Product improvements to our personal auto and homeowners’ programs and our commercial lines suite are driving significant results, with many of our long-term agent-customers experiencing competitive rates and excellent closing ratios,” said Tiffany Daly, The Main Street America Group’s Western Region president. Austin Mutual has been meeting the insurance needs of Minnesota individuals, families and businesses since 1896. Much like Austin Mutual, Main Street America’s rich history began nearly a century ago when the company was established to provide auto liability insurance to members of the Grange Fraternity in New Hampshire.

The two storied insurance carriers share much in common – in particular, our steadfast commitment to you, the independent insurance agent, as our sole channel of distribution. In addition, both Austin Mutual and Main Street America are strong company partners of Trusted Choice® and the TrustedChoice.com consumer agent portal. In fact, Main Street America was honored with the “2013 Award of Excellence” from the MIIAB for its commitment to Minnesota and independent agents. The Twin Cities suburb of Maple Grove is headquarters for Austin Mutual and Main Street America’s Western Region. Austin Mutual – as well as Main Street America’s other eight property and casualty writing companies – are “A” rated by A.M. Best for their financial strength. They also carry an “a+” issuer credit rating from A.M. Best.

Main Street America annually writes nearly $1 billion in premium and has more than $2.4 billion in total assets. It partners with more than 3,000 independent agents to provide superior, personal service to over 600,000 policyholders. The company writes personal lines and commercial lines in 36 states, and fidelity and surety bond products in 47 states and the District of Columbia.

To represent Austin Mutual and Main Street America in your local market, and capitalize on their financial strength and solid Minnesota presence, please visit www.msagroup.com and click on the “Become a Main Street America Agent” link.
“Whether you choose Arlington/Roe for our breadth of knowledge, product line diversity, market access or industry know-how, you may be assured we are in business primarily to serve you. We will do our best to earn and keep your trust. You have our word on it.”

– James A. Roe, CPCU, ASLI, President
State Operated Retirement Savings Plans

Last month, the Minnesota Department of Management and Budget held a meeting on a proposal to establish a state administered employee retirement savings plan for employees who do not have a retirement plan at work. Last year, we were able to keep the legislature from enacting this proposal sponsored by the AARP and labor unions. However, the proponents of this scheme are very powerful and the legislature threw them a bone by directing MMB to conduct a study of its feasibility. MMB has hired Deloitte Consulting to conduct this study.

Deloitte focused on two options. Option one would established a state-sponsored defined contribution plan for small businesses not currently providing a retirement plan. The state would mandate the DC plan for employers of 10 or more employees and make it voluntary for 10 or fewer employees. Employees would be automatically enrolled. It is unclear who would administer the plan, but administrative fees must be less than 1%. The estimated startup costs would be $8 -15 million.

Option two would require employers of 10 or more to offer a payroll deduction IRAs. Employees would be enrolled automatically at a 3% contribution rate but could opt-out. Contributions would not be required by employers, but they could choose to make a contribution. Administrative fees must be below 1% and could be charged to employee’s accounts. The state would manage the investments through the State Investment Board which oversees public pension plans. The estimated startup costs for this option is $12 – 20 million.

I and others spoke to the myriad plans currently available to employees without retirement plans for as little as $25 a month. Proponents point to the fact that most employees are not taking advantage of these options for a variety of reasons. They believe a state sponsored plan would garner more participation because people would be attracted to a simple government plan administered by the state, similar to public pensions.

Other options including more education and promotion of the private retirement savings market, or a separate state program of education about retirement savings, were very briefly discussed. The MyRA program was also on the table and I suggested promotion of this program. The proponents don’t like the federal program because of its limitations and investment in only treasury bonds. They believe state sponsored plans can do much better with investment returns again referring to public pensions.

Since the study requires a recommendation back to the legislature on one of these options, I think Deloitte is leaning to the two aforementioned options of a defined contribution or payroll deduction plan. I doubt very much that either will be well received by the Republican controlled House.

Federal Crop Insurance

The much heralded budget agreement passed by Congress last month was a rare win for bipartisanship in Washington. It could only have happened because of John Boehner’s resignation. I hope this is not a precedent for getting major bipartisan bills passed. If so, we could see lots of Speakers in the months ahead.
CHOSE WISELY.

Work with Allied Insurance and get the kind of support that makes a difference.
For you and your customers.

It’s our unique approach that helps you deliver the best experience to your customers so you can write and keep more business.

It’s just another way that Allied supports your independence, but makes sure you’re never alone.

Learn More. alliedInsurance.com
The budget document is really just a blueprint, the specific language and funding to various government programs and agencies still has to be enacted as a series of appropriations bills. This should occur before December 11. It is likely that Republican leaders will use parliamentary rules to bring these bills to a vote that will require only 51 votes in the Senate.

Unfortunately, the $3 billion in cuts to the crop insurance program that were strongly opposed by the IIABA are in the global budget bill that was signed by the President. However, it appears that the House leadership has given assurances to IIABA and our supporters including Collin Peterson that the issue will be revisited with much if not all of the $3 billion restored.

Only in Washington can losing with a promise to fix the loss at a later date be considered a victory. I will rely on our Washington lobbyists and staff that this is the case. In my experience this is not a done deal. I don’t know if the new house leadership, in particular Speaker Paul Ryan and his staff, signed off on this reinstatement? He conveniently avoided the budget talks.

The Tea Party and other fiscal conservative Republicans aren’t very happy about the deal and they are the prime movers of the Dept. of Ag budget cuts. As the budget goes forward, they will be looking for a victory on the budget. Their major targets are defunding Planned Parenthood, cutting the EPA and derailing ObamaCare all of which are veto bait for the President. One scenario might be to give the Tea Party some budget cuts in lieu of taking on these divisive issues. Could this keep the crop insurance cuts on the table?

Legislators that seek cuts in the US crop insurance program have introduced a reform bill that limits the rate of return for insurance companies to 8.9 percent and restricts premium subsidies for farmers with more than $250,000 in gross income. The proposal would also eliminate the Harvest Price Option and cap premium subsidies at $40,000. This proposal claims to save $24.4 billion over the next 10 years. The Obama Administration has already indicated its willingness to look at crop insurance cuts and such a proposal could become attractive to budget cutting Republicans.

It appears we are technically alive to fight another day, but it could be a tough fight. Sometimes that is good enough.

**Day on the Hill**
The 2016 Insurance Industry Day on the Hill has been set for March 30. Mark your calendars and join your colleagues as we descend on St. Paul in force to meet with our elected officials to discuss the insurance issues of the day. You will receive more information as the day approaches.
No one sells like you. No one services like Integrity.

Integrity puts a comprehensive range of services and products behind each independent agent. With quality imbedded in our DNA, we help you make a lasting impression with every customer, at every touch point. It’s partnership that runs deep. The way it should be.

For more information, connect with Dan Reichardt at 920.968.8330 or dreichardt@imico.com

INTEGRITYINSURANCE.COM

www.integrityinsurance.com
About Foremost®
Foremost was founded in 1952 to insure manufactured homes and a few years later created the first travel trailer policy. The company grew from there, excelling in insurance for specialty products. In 2000, Farmers Insurance Group, Inc., the third largest insurer in the nation, purchased Foremost, bringing them into the Farmers family of companies. In 2011, the company began marketing auto insurance under the Foremost brand and added commercial lines to the robust Foremost portfolio in 2013. Foremost now offers business insurance products for a wide range of small businesses.

Robust Product Offering
Foremost offers a full line of Personal Lines products, including Manufactured Home, Auto, Motor Home, Travel Trailer, Luxury Motor Coach, Specialty Homeowners, Vacant Property, Seasonal Property, Landlord and Rental Property, Motorcycle, Off-Road Vehicle, Snowmobile, Boat, Personal Watercraft and Collectible Auto.

Foremost also offers a suite of Small Business products including: Commercial Auto, Workers’ Compensation, Umbrella and a full range of Business Owners Policies including Office, Retail, Wholesale and many more.

Financial and Market Stability
Foremost is part of the most stable, longstanding and well-recognized group of companies in the industry. The company has a history of growth and financial stability, as demonstrated by its excellent A.M. Best “A” rating. Foremost is the leading insurer of manufactured homes in the country.

Superior Claims Service and Customer Care
Every Foremost policy is serviced when needed with quick, responsive claim handling. In the event of a catastrophe, Foremost adjusters are often on the ground at disaster sites before other insurance companies arrive. Foremost quickly and thoroughly tracks the claim situation as it unfolds and delivers on-site presence to expedite claim handling and to provide excellent customer assistance. Claim service is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, including holidays. Customers can file a claim easily and trust that the highest level of service is delivered...from the smallest fender-bender to putting the pieces back together after a storm.

Discounts Save More
Foremost offers many customer discounts. The opportunity for savings increases when combining multiple Foremost lines and discounts. Some discounts include:
- Multi-policy
- Multi-vehicle

Commitment to Independent Agents
Foremost appreciates the unique aspects of Independent Agencies and the need to provide products, processes and systems that match up to the way you do business. The company’s commitment is to provide one of the broadest product suites in the industry to meet your customers’ needs, a focus on profitable growth and easy-to-use online platforms for business transactions.

Minnesota Independent Insurance Agents & Brokers Association recognizes Foremost Insurance Group as one of its Diamond Partners. MIIAB Diamond Partners are the highest level of sponsorship to our organization.
Our Main Line Business Owners Policy (Main Line BOP), tiered commercial auto, workers’ compensation and commercial umbrella products – written through our Spring Valley Mutual Insurance Company – are now available for you to sell to your commercial insureds. Our tiered commercial auto is available as a standalone product or you can pair it with our Main Line BOP, which includes many coverages not available in competing products.

Quoting and issuing all of our commercial products is easier than ever through our Main Street Station commercial lines system.

Need More Information?
Call (800) 428–7081 or Visit www.msagroup.com
Only 35% of companies invest in cyber-liability insurance, even though studies show that more than 72% of data breaches occur in small-to-medium-sized businesses.

Failure to notify the affected individuals “without unreasonable delay” could cost your agency up to $1.5 million in fines from the federal government. Add this to the $200,000 average cost to comply with notification laws, the legal liability, and the reputational harm caused by the breach, and you can quickly see how this exposure could devastate your agency.

MIIAB has partnered with Arlington/Roe to offer members an exclusive program to help protect their agencies from information security breaches. The holistic risk management program helps train staff on privacy compliance in addition to handling data breach notification and third party results.

**A data breach program you can gamble on**

Coverage Benefits
- MIIAB members pre-qualify for enrollment*
- Up to 50% off premium
- No encryption requirement
- Online compliance materials and support
- Step-by-step procedures for compliance
- Staff training programs and newsletters
- Data breach coach to help with notification
- Forensic investigator, public relations expertise, and privacy counsel
- Credit monitoring and credit restoration services
- Notification costs outside limit of liability
- Security and privacy liability

*Some restrictions apply. Agencies over $5 million in revenue, over 50% benefits or with prior losses need to be underwritten.
Boss Deborah is sitting in her office reviewing monthly reports as she listens to routine bustling of her staff. Suddenly, she hears a single voice amidst the regular noise. It is Mary, her secretary, attempting to get a word in as she deals with a rather stubborn and authoritative customer. The call is placed on hold and is transferred into her office. Mary announces “Mr. Money is on the phone; he is angry and is demanding your help.”

As Deborah reaches for her phone, she recognizes that how she handles the next few seconds will determine whether Mr. Money will raise or lower the bottom line on the next monthly report.

In the time it takes to reach for the phone and say “Hello,” you must have the focus and knowledge necessary to take control and lead the caller back into your corner.

Preparedness comes by having the structure in mind that will allow your persuasive and reassuring abilities to control the situation. Maybe it was your staff, your management team or a salesman, but the buck stops with you. As you listen to the complaint, pay attention to how the caller became disgruntled, and match their words to the organizational structure and discipline that you have in place. Many times the caller has reached your desk because someone in the chain of command failed to listen and address their concerns.

continued on page 29
Let’s begin with the approach; how you manage the window between the “ring” and the “answer” will define the experience as educational, confrontational or successful.

In the seconds before answering the call or meeting, keep in mind that the best way to initiate control is to take the high ground. Not just the high road of virtue and doing the right thing, but the high ground as a vantage point to observe the situation as a whole. Prepare to remove yourself from the fray and look at the big picture. The best means of accomplishing this is to remember 4 rules.

1. **Do not speak until you have truly listened.**
The opposite of speaking is not listening—it is waiting to speak. Listening is a separate task, and in fact is an art. If you’re waiting to speak, you are preparing to address the other person with words.

The easiest of all customers to deal with in the world of irate customers is the one that just wants to be heard. Everyone has dealt with someone who expressed every detail of their complaint to every person in their organization. They have begun to tell their story to the parking lot attendant as they parked their car, and each person they encountered en route to the manager’s office.

Their repeated rehearsal of the story should be your first indication that all they need is understanding and reassurance. They want someone to listen; step up and make that person you.

2. **Do not defend, until you have heard the attack.**
Step back, and allow the speaker to talk. As you listen, do not formulate your responses, but follow the speaker with an eye towards understanding the nature of their accusations and allegations. The ability to effectively challenge someone’s argument hinges upon your understanding of their argument, not on the merits of your own.

Taking control of a situation requires you to pay attention to what is being said so that you may take all you’ve heard and use it collectively as you map out your proposed solution. Adopting the other person’s arguments in your solution will make it much more difficult for a person to logically rebuff your offer of resolution.

3. **Identify the true nature of the complaint and the complainant.**
There are many reasons why a person will complain. Dissatisfaction with a product or service is obvious, but some complaints are born and nurtured in environments outside of your control. Taking control of these types of complaints require you to listen and explore with questions the circumstances leading the customer to your door.

*Some people are simply disappointed with your entire industry.* Lawyers and mechanics will identify with this. It is necessary to set yourself apart from the herd and let the speaker know that you care.

*Some complaints are born from a lack of clear expectations.* Explore their concerns and guide them back to a more realistic path.

The most difficult of all complaints is the person who, due to their own shortcomings, has an inability to understand that the reason your products or service is failing, is their inability to follow instructions or guidance. It is essential that you speak to these people as you would to a friend. There is no need to use industry jargon or million-dollar
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Nationwide Strength. Midwest Values.

At RAS, workers’ compensation is our primary focus. It is what we do, and who we are.

We partner with our agents to help employers control the rising costs of managing a workforce while protecting profitability. We have a proven history of solid performance throughout Minnesota and continually develop new ways to overcome the difficult issues inherent to workers’ compensation. We have a team approach to deliver exceptional service, including:

- LOCAL CLAIMS MANAGEMENT AND CASE MANAGEMENT
- INJURY ASSISTANCE CENTER
- STAY AT WORK/RETURN TO WORK PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
- LOSS PREVENTION AND TRAINING
- ERGONOMIC ASSESSMENTS AND JOB FUNCTION MATCHING

You’re local, we’re local; let’s work together.

RISK ADMINISTRATION SERVICES, INC.

Workers’ Compensation, Our Focus. Your Opportunity.

OFFICES IN MINNESOTA AND SOUTH DAKOTA
P. 800.732.1486 www.rascompanies.com

www.rascompanies.com
words. Make sure that your vocabulary and speech is simple enough that they can follow your directions to the letter. But do not allow yourself to come across condescending. This can be avoided by remaining social and human as you address your customer.

4. **Focus on areas in which you and your company can improve.**

Learn. Even the most irrational or self-absorbed customers can teach you valuable tools to improve service. As you listen, pigeonhole some of their thoughts and complaints into the recesses of your mind. By looking for areas of improvement in each and every conversation, you will not only actively listen, but you will enjoy the opportunity to grow and become better.

Consider the following checklist as a starting point. Obviously, your industry may have specific questions or concerns that you should include. Allow these thoughts to operate as a springboard dive into your next irate customer moment.

- With whom have they spoken?
- What remedies have failed?
- Is the problem real or imagined?
- Is it related to a personality conflict with the representative with whom they have been working?
- What are their expectations?
- Are the expectations something you can address?
- Are their expectations reasonable?
- How many people have they spoken with at your company?
- Has everyone given them sound advice or bad advice?
- Is the disappointment with your company and you?
- Have they allowed their anger with the industry to fester?
- Have they been given sound advice but the problem rests with their inability to understand and listen?
- What can I learn from the situation to improve my bottom line?

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR:**

*Joe Curcillo*, The Mindshark, is a speaker, entertainer, lawyer and communications expert. As an Adjunct Professor at Widener University School of Law, Mr. Curcillo developed a hands-on course, based on the use of storytelling as a persuasive weapon. He has been a professional entertainer helping corporations and associations improve their communication techniques since 1979. For more information on bringing Joe Curcillo in for your next event, please visit [www.TheMindShark.com](http://www.TheMindShark.com)
AmTrusted

Join our unmatched team of independent agents offering workers’ comp and commercial lines insurance, including:

• Small-Business, Multi-Line Coverage
• 6th Largest National Workers’ Comp Provider
• A.M. Best Rating of “A” (Excellent) FSC “XIII”

Get started with an application at amtrustnorthamerica.com or call 877.528.7878 for more information.

AmTrust North America
An AmTrust Financial Company
Your Success is Our Policy.

www.amtrustnorthamerica.com
Convenience Exemplified:
Think Webinar For Your CE Credits

Webinar Success Formula
Live Instruction + Internet Connection = CE

How It Works:

Step 1: – Register.
Step 2: – At date/time of Webinar, click link provided in email invitation.
Step 3: – Enjoy the presentation. Verify attendance when prompted.

Why It’s Great:

Earn CE without the expense of travel.
Earn CE without having to take a test.
Earn CE while participating in a live (not pre-recorded) presentation.

MN Independent Insurance Agents and Brokers Association
Webinars for CE

www.MIIA.org

FREE Ethics Seminar for Members
PREMCO has been Financing Insurance Premiums and supporting Independent Insurance Agencies for over 25 years. Discover why we are the chosen partner of your Association and why so many Independent agents rely on us.
“Ruth, I quit my job” are the words that began the legacy Arlington/Roe celebrated at the company’s 50th anniversary Stakeholder Ball in August of 2014. In 1964, with five children to support, Jim Roe’s father, Francis, made the decision to start a family-owned insurance business. Today, Jim and Vickie Roe are honored that three of their children, Andy, Patrick and Katie Roe Weiper, chose to join, nurture and grow the family business.

Our Values
Individuality is valued and contributes to success

Arlington/Roe attributes success to:

- Careful selection and professional growth of our people
- Caring relationships with customers and suppliers
- Diversification of product lines in a changing environment
- Involvement in preserving and advancing the insurance industry and Independent Agency System
- A culture anchored in trust, the Golden Rule and the development of stakeholders

Our Growth in Numbers
We value quantity but quality is our benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Select Markets</th>
<th>State Offices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$100 million in premium</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Projected $200+ million</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>IN, IL, MI, OH, KY, TN, MN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our Practice Areas
Providing markets, expertise and relationships

- Aviation
- Bonds
- Commercial Binding & Brokerage
- Farm
- Medical Professional
- Personal Lines
- Professional Liability
- Transportation & Garage
- Workers’ Compensation

Our Expansion into Minnesota
Valued relationships have always spurred our state expansions

Arlington/Roe welcomed Minnesota insurance professionals Cindy Larson and Cindy Kurtz to champion Arlington/Roe’s Upper Midwest expansion into Minnesota. We value their reputations, commitment and expertise.

In 2013 MIIAB selected Arlington/Roe to serve as the broker and administrator of their Workers’ Compensation program. And, through MIIAB and a national Big ‘I’ endorsement, Arlington/Roe offers members agency E&O and cyber liability insurance.

With a strong foundation and a bright future, in 2015 we committed to office space at 2 Carlson Parkway near the Carlson Company twin tower complex. We have developed a plan for local staff expansion. Our staff spearheads service to Minnesota agents, complemented by the expertise and capabilities from all of our offices.

When you see our name at events, please spend time with us. Or simply call to learn more. Mark Maurer, VP Marketing out of Michigan, assists Cindy Larson in building our agency partnerships. All associates can be reached at 800.878.9891. Learn more about our team in Minnesota in the people and bulletin sections of our website www.ArlingtonRoe.com

We look forward to providing quality service and products to Minnesota independent insurance agents for years to come.

Minnesota Independent Insurance Agents & Brokers Association recognizes Arlington/Roe as one of its Diamond Partners. MIIAB Diamond Partners are the highest level of sponsorship to our organization.
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

Take your professional liability business to new heights.

At Burns & Wilcox, our expertise becomes your expertise. Whether it is cyber liability or medical malpractice, EPLI or fiduciary liability, we will ensure your clients avoid any gaps in coverage. Raise the level of your professional liability expertise with Burns & Wilcox.

Minneapolis, Minnesota | 612.564.1880
toll free 800.328.1693 | fax 612.564.1881
minneapolis.burnsandwilcox.com

Commercial | Professional | Personal | Brokerage | Binding | Risk Management Services

www.minneapolis.burnsandwilcox.com
By Mary LaPorte, CPCU, CIC, LIC, CPIA

Agent’s questions about Errors and Omissions, and how E&O losses can be prevented.

Q: I am a Commercial Account Manager in a very busy agency. All of us Account Managers are struggling to stay on top of our work, and it seems that we are always behind. At first, we thought it was because we didn’t have enough people to do the work, but our boss insists we are adequately staffed when compared to agencies of a similar size. So we put our heads together to try to figure out where we are spending most of our time and were surprised that we all came up with the same answer. It’s the producers! They are bringing in new business for us to quote, complete applications, create submissions, etc. They rarely give us enough information or the correct information to get a quote, and certainly not enough put a submission together. We spend most of our time going back and forth to them trying to get missing information so we can do our job. When we email them, they don’t get back to us, and we need permission to go direct to the customer. Sometimes we “guess” at information so we can get the quote done and off our desk, but point out to the producer that the quote was based on a certain assumption. We are afraid that they don’t always pay attention to that so it could lead to misunderstandings with the customer or the company. Do you have any suggestions as to how we can minimize errors and at the same time re-train the producers?

Rachel, Pennsylvania

A: Rachel, it might be asking a lot to re-train producers, but let’s break this problem down and come up with some solutions. You don’t mention how the producers are presenting business for you to quote, but it is not unusual for producers to send an email, drop a note on your desk, or perhaps furnish a copy of the prospect’s current declarations page with scribbled notes on it. I want to stay away from stereo-typing producers, but I think we can agree that many of them are not detail oriented, even though they may be great at building relationships and making the sale. The trick is to give them the tools they need so that they can easily put the information together required to obtain a quote.

Consider developing a sheet for producers to complete for each line of business. On the sheet, clearly indicate which fields are required in order to just get a quote. That way, the producer can decide if they want to get the rest of the information later if all they need is a quick quote. For this to work, management must get behind it and require that the sheets be completed for all quotes and submissions. (No sheet, no quote!)

A simple way to do this is by creating a “kit” for each producer. The kit could be comprised of an accordion-type folder with multiple color-coded folders inside, each including a supply of forms for each line of business. This will make it easy for producers to quickly see which forms they need to complete for the lines of business they need quoted. It will also help them understand which fields they will have to complete in order to get a quote.

Having said all that, it should be noted that this system is very paper dependent. It may work for agencies whose producers are not extremely tech savvy. In many agencies today, producers frequently quote their own business through carrier portals and complete applications in the agency management system. The procedures and cultures of agencies can vary dramatically. The producer “kit” could also be provided digitally by creating fillable PDF forms or using software designed for this purpose. There are apps that can be customized for producers to use on tablets and submit the information digitally to the account manager. The goal is to provide a streamlined method of collecting and passing on information correctly and completely the first time, thereby minimizing the chance of misunderstandings and errors.

Hopefully, you will then spend less of your time chasing producers and more time delivering quality service to your customers.

Mary LaPorte is a consultant and educator with a strong background in Errors & Omissions loss prevention. Forward your E&O questions to marylp@lpinsuranceconsult.com

2015 LaPorte Consulting, LLC. All Rights Reserved
The Big "I" Professional Liability Program

Prevent.  Our exclusive risk management resources help your agency avoid making common preventable mistakes.

Protect.  Our superior coverage through Swiss Re Corporate Solutions and our experienced claims teams are in your corner in the event of a claim.

Prosper.  When you know you have the best agency E&O Protection, you can focus on growing your most important asset—your business.

Swiss Re Corporate Solutions policyholders: Don’t miss out on the invaluable risk management resources available exclusively to you. Log in to www.iiaba.net/EOHappens to access claims statistics, prevention tools, insightful articles and more.

Visit www.iiaba.net/EOContact to connect with your state association today.

E&O Hotline: 763.235.6477
scarlson@miia.org

Swiss Re Corporate Solutions

Insurance products underwritten by Westport Insurance Corporation, Overland Park, Kansas. Westport is a member of Swiss Re Corporate Solutions and is licensed in all 50 states and the District of Columbia.

www.swissre.com/bigi
DON’T GET BITTEN
BY AN E&O CLAIM
YOU COULD HAVE
AVOIED.

Swiss Re policyholders written through the Big “I” Professional Liability Program have access to an exclusive risk management web site.

Log on today to fish for E&O claims frequency data, real-life case studies and analysis, sample client letters, sample agency procedures, agency E&O self assessments, podcasts on important E&O topics, and much more.

www.independentagent.com/EOHappens
Discover what Grinnell Mutual can do for your agribusiness customers

grinnellmutual.com

Agribusiness is a growing industry. Make sure your agency grows with it.

Grinnell Mutual has comprehensive insurance coverage for a variety of agricultural companies including seed, feed, grain and hay dealers, feed and grain mills, grain elevators, chemical and fertilizer dealers and full-service agricultural co-ops.

Visit grinnellmutual.com to discover the many tailored business insurance packages we can offer your clients.

www.grinnellmutual.com
Succeed in Personal Lines

Commercial lines accounts may command higher premiums, but many independent Trusted Choice agencies are taking a fresh look at personal lines. Even though captive writers and direct writers leverage massive advertising budgets to increase brand visibility, some Trusted Choice agencies are finding other ways to grow their market share.

Sidestep ‘Andre’

Auto and home insurance represent half of the P&C premium pie, totaling some $530 billion. Private-passenger auto alone makes up a full third of that total.

Agents who were running scared from the direct writers are now realizing that they can very effectively compete with them.

But it takes a savvy strategy. You’re not going to wrestle with ‘Andre the Giant’ and come out a winner. The smart agency doesn’t pit itself against the pricing strength of the direct writer. You must go after them with the strength of the independent agency system, and that strength is personal relationships and knowledge. If you use your knowledge base and the fact that you’re a local professional to your benefit, you can beat the direct writers pretty much every time.

Make It Personal

Try taking a personal approach to personal lines. Go deep and establish a personal relationship with your clients. Trusted Choice agents can approach personal lines by making friends with their clients. Consider sending handwritten notes to clients every year, making personal calls to every homeowner for renewal, and sending a newsletter that includes “nothing about insurance.”

Client appreciation events can form the cornerstone of an agency’s personal lines strategy. In June host an opening game of your local baseball team, buying everyone tickets and dinner. During the holiday season hosts a “gratitude open house” in your home.

Or how about a Christmas tree farm open house where you invite client families to a tree farm for hot chocolate and snacks, festivities and a free Christmas tree. This event will provide an opportunity for you and your agency team to see many clients in a three-hour period. You could never drive to all their homes to personally say ‘thank you.’

Make the Workflow Work

While keeping up with customer outreach, the back end needs to operate efficiently in order to make personal lines profitable.

To compete with the captives and direct writers you have to operate faster, smarter and better. How are you going to do that? Technology!

Before the advent of agent-carrier workflows in real time, personal lines were time-consuming. But now, an agency can adapt technology to roll out a customer portal for clients to access ID cards, policies, endorsements and more. The future success of a Trusted Choice independent agency will be predicated on technology to help achieve customer-service and operational efficiency. Agents not only need better technology—that technology needs to be standardized. Carriers have to help and push standardization so agents can do business in an efficient manner without having to learn to do business 12 different ways for 12 different companies.

Be Remarkable - Take the personal approach to Personal Lines!

Frank Whitcomb
You can now **pay your bill** on Western National’s mobile app.

Western National’s mobile app now gives **policyholders the ability to pay their bills and view their online payment history at anytime, anywhere** with their mobile device. Add in other useful tools like the ability to view Personal Auto ID cards, locate your nearest towing service, and easy 24/7 claim reporting, and you’ve got another great resource for when you’re on-the-go. Download it today in iTunes or Google Play.

[www.wnins.com](http://www.wnins.com)
Congratulations to the risk management and insurance professionals of the CPCU Society Minnesota Chapter who have earned the premier Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter (CPCU®) designation. As a CPCU, you:

- Possess invaluable industry knowledge
- Empower yourself to better serve clients
- Engage in the highest level of ethical behavior

Striving for excellence, CPCUs continuously enhance their organizations, and the CPCU Society helps to support them through continuing education, volunteer leadership opportunities, and requiring adherence to a strict code of ethics.

Congratulations to our newest CPCU designees!

Andrew Anderson  
Federated Insurance Companies

Benjamin Griffith  
Truckwriters, Inc.

Daniel Patterson  
Marsh, Inc.

Katie Born  
Federated Insurance Companies

Mary Kelchner  
Cincinnati Insurance Company

Nicole Roy  
Nationwide Insurance

Nathan Buysse  
Guy Carpenter & Company

Michael Lindberg  
Liberty Mutual

Jeffrey Steindl  
Sedgwick

Jack Christopherson  
Travelers

John Miller  
CHS Insurance

Gregory Thoraldson  
Xcel Energy

Dustin Darveau  
Willis

Jacob Omann  
Ahmann-Martin

Sandra Zilka  
Lovett & Touche, Inc.

2015 Ad Sponsor Companies

Accident Fund Holdings, Inc.  
Ahmann-Martin/Associated Financial Group  
Berkley Risk Administrators  
Cobb, Streckers, Dunphy & Zimmermann  
Continental Western Group  
COUNTRY Financial®  
Erickson-Larsen, Inc.  
Federated Insurance Companies  
Guy Carpenter & Company  
Hays Companies

J. A. Price Agency  
Maguire Agency  
Marsh & McLennan Agency, LLC  
Minnesota Independent Insurance Agents & Brokers Association  
Minnesota Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company  
Minnesota Workers Compensation Insurers Association, Inc.  
MN Insurance & MN Claims  
Moores Insurance Management, Inc.

Northern Capital Group  
Northern States Agency  
R-T Specialty, LLC  
RTW  
SECURA Insurance Companies  
SFM—The Work Comp Experts  
The Hanover Insurance Group  
Travelers  
West Bend  
Western National Insurance - The Relationship Company

www.CPCUSociety.org
Fully focused on independent agents

Auto • Home • Motorcycle • Boat
RV • Classic Car • Umbrella

To inquire about an appointment with Safeco, contact Kirsten Anderson at 317-581-6683 or Kirsten.Anderson@Safeco.com.

Safeco Insurance, with a principal place of business in Boston, Massachusetts. © 2015 Liberty Mutual Insurance

It’s better under the umbrella®

For auto or home glass claims, call 952-435-3131 www.HarmonAutoGlassMN.com

AmTrust North America
An AmTrust Financial Company

Workers’ Comp and Commercial Lines Coverage

Get Started Today
877.528.7878 • amtrustnorthamerica.com

A.M. Best rating of “A” (Excellent) FSC “XII”

Connect with us

Business Insurance Professionals - Right in Your Backyard.

Continental Western Group® provides trusted insurance solutions through Independent Insurance Agents. We offer commercial insurance for a wide variety of businesses, whether they are a “Main Street” business or larger multi-location corporation.

Take advantage of CWG service through our regional office and local presence, and visit www.cwgins.com for more information.

Products and services are provided by one or more insurance company subsidiaries of W. R. Berkley Corporation. This document provides general information only, is not legal advice and is not a statement of contract. Not all products and services are available in every jurisdiction, and the precise coverage afforded by any insurer is subject to the actual terms and conditions of the policies as issued.

© 2015 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved. Travelers and the Travelers Umbrella logo are registered trademarks of The Travelers Indemnity Company in the U.S. and other countries. M-17604 New 2-15

INDUSTRY TRAILBLAZER since 1961

• Dedicated to personal and predictable service.
• Determined to Restore v.s Replace.
• 24/7 web access to claim progress.
• Help control Agent loss ratios.
• 24-Hour Emergency Service

www.thehartford.com

Solutions for Very Hard-to-Place Risks

Frank Lukacs
Chief Marketing Officer
Tel.: 801.304.5573
Fax: 801.233.5273
Email: frankl@primeis.com
8722 South Harrison Street
Sandy, UT 84070

www.primeis.com
Financial Strength Rating
A- Excellent
An Excess & Surplus Lines Carrier

www.cna.com
Business Insurance Professionals - Right in Your Backyard.

Safeco Insurance

A Liberty Mutual Company

www.safeco.com

Auto • Home • Motorcycle • Boat
RV • Classic Car • Umbrella

For auto or home glass claims, call 952-435-3131 www.HarmonAutoGlassMN.com

AmTrust North America
An AmTrust Financial Company

Workers’ Comp and Commercial Lines Coverage

Get Started Today
877.528.7878 • amtrustnorthamerica.com

A.M. Best rating of “A” (Excellent) FSC “XII”

Connect with us

Business Insurance Professionals - Right in Your Backyard.

Continental Western Group® provides trusted insurance solutions through Independent Insurance Agents. We offer commercial insurance for a wide variety of businesses, whether they are a “Main Street” business or larger multi-location corporation.

Take advantage of CWG service through our regional office and local presence, and visit www.cwgins.com for more information.

Products and services are provided by one or more insurance company subsidiaries of W. R. Berkley Corporation. This document provides general information only, is not legal advice and is not a statement of contract. Not all products and services are available in every jurisdiction, and the precise coverage afforded by any insurer is subject to the actual terms and conditions of the policies as issued.

© 2015 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved. Travelers and the Travelers Umbrella logo are registered trademarks of The Travelers Indemnity Company in the U.S. and other countries. M-17604 New 2-15
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Safelite. AutoGlass
Try: AgencyAdvantage@safelite.com
Email: Agencycare@safelite.com
14 locations serving all of Minnesota
800 800-2727

A company you like and trust
Proud to serve our customers’ personal and business insurance needs since 1921.
STATEAUTO.COM

ICC
RESTORATION & CLEANING SERVICES
WATER | SEWER | FIRE | MOLD | STORM

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
888.739.4289
Proud “Power In Partners” Member of M.I.I.A.B
MN LIC #6C316232
WI LIC #1042030

Erickson-Larsen, Inc.
www.ericksonlarseninc.com
Try: AgencyAdvantage@safelite.com
Email: Agencycare@safelite.com
14 locations serving all of Minnesota
800 800-2727

We understand the value in the ease-of-doing business.
SELECTIVE®
Response is everything.
www.selective.com
Business / Home / Auto / Flood Insurance Solutions

Wilson Mutual
INSURANCE COMPANY
Our people make the difference
www.wilsonmutual.com

Providing Insurance and Risk Management Services since 1989
www.mcneilancompany.com
800.822.3747

McNeil & Company

Rolf E. Sonnesyn
Phone  612-520-8604

TST
TOMSCHETSONNESYN
& TOMSCHETSONNESYN, P.A.
Attorneys at Law

Insurance Defense
Our portfolio includes an emphasis on the defense of insurance agents

888.521.4499
Fax  763.521.4482
www.tstlaw.com

www.wilsonmutual.com

14918.IMT.3.5 x 2.indd   1
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Experience the Difference.

The Hanover is proud to work with the best independent agents and brokers in Minnesota—building deep, winning partnerships that grow our businesses together.

We’re a different kind of insurance company.

UFG was named to *Forbes*’ list of “America’s 50 Most Trustworthy Financial Companies” for the second consecutive year.

UFG was named to *Forbes*’ list of “America’s 50 Most Trustworthy Financial Companies” for the second consecutive year.
Are You Satisfied With the Size of Your Business or Are You LOOKING TO GROW?

To grow in this mature industry, you need a company with a proven track record of success.

Midwest Family Mutual has a solid record of aggressive “organic” growth over the past 25 years! During that time, we have helped Insurance Agents such as you grow your business by limiting Agency appointments in order to protect the franchise value of your contract. Isn’t it time you decided to place your clients with a carrier that treats YOU as the customer???

OUR APPRECIATION FOR INDEPENDENT AGENTS IS DEMONSTRATED BY THEIR SUCCESS!

CONTACT US TODAY!
800-CALL-MFM, EXT 7111
CORINNA DUNNING
REGIONAL MANAGER
cormac.dunning@midwestfamily.com

Are You Satisfied With the Size of Your Business or Are You LOOKING TO GROW?

To grow in this mature industry, you need a company with a proven track record of success.

Midwest Family Mutual has a solid record of aggressive “organic” growth over the past 25 years! During that time, we have helped Insurance Agents such as you grow your business by limiting Agency appointments in order to protect the franchise value of your contract. Isn’t it time you decided to place your clients with a carrier that treats YOU as the customer???

OUR APPRECIATION FOR INDEPENDENT AGENTS IS DEMONSTRATED BY THEIR SUCCESS!

CONTACT US TODAY!
800-CALL-MFM, EXT 7111
CORMAC DUNNING
REGIONAL MANAGER
cormac.dunning@midwestfamily.com

Insurance solutions for business

Our full line of commercial property and casualty products can meet your customers’ individual insurance needs.

Financial strength, unparalleled claims handling and exceptional service – that’s QBE.*

We provide coverage for a wide variety of industries, including:
- Commercial Real Estate
- Food Processors
- Contractors
- Light manufacturing
- Distributors
- Retail

qbena.com

QBE and the links logo are registered service marks of QBE Insurance Group Limited. All coverages underwritten by member companies of QBE. © 2015 QBE Holdings, Inc.

Encompass
Creating protection around you

We work with a select group of independent agents who want to grow their business by focusing on the mass affluent.

Encompass is as discerning about our agents as our consumers are about their coverage. We work with a select group of independent agents who want to grow their business by focusing on a very specific and attractive market – the mass affluent. This is a highly desirable audience hungry for a simple, comprehensive and personalized approach to coverage. For certain agents seeking to deeply engage this market, Encompass offers the support and knowledge you need.

Talk to us today.
Contact Brian Mitchell at 612-219-2870, brian.mitchell@encompassins.com.
Dean Ohlhues at 651-452-2730, dean.ohlhues@encompassins.com.

A NAME COMMITTED TO MINNESOTA

At Risk Placement Services (RPS), we are committed to building relationships in Minnesota one retail partner at a time. Our stewardship begins by providing you access to the finest markets and top producers in the industry. In addition, we provide customized solutions by designing, negotiating, and tailoring individual risks to help you meet your insureds needs. It’s a statewide partnership that shines bright!

To learn more contact Kathy Gallagher-Burton
952.646.6769
Kathy_Gallagher-Burton@RPSins.com

www.RPSins.com
Please select Seminar date

- 1/13 - 1/15/16 Maple Grove  Commercial Casualty
- 2/10 - 2/11/16 Plymouth  *Ruble Graduate Seminar
- 3/9 - 3/11/16 Maple Grove  Personal Lines
- 4/6 - 4/8/16 Maple Grove  Commercial Property
- 5/18 - 5/20/16 Maple Grove  Life & Health
- 6/8 - 6/9/16 Walker  *Ruble Graduate Seminar
- 7/13 - 7/15/16 Maple Grove  Agency Management
- 8/10 - 8/12/16 Maple Grove  Commercial Casualty
- 9/21 - 9/22/16 Plymouth  *Ruble Graduate Seminar
- 10/12 - 10/14/16 Maple Grove  Personal Lines
- 11/9 - 11/11/16 Maple Grove  Commercial Property

* Must be a dues paid member of CIC or CRM to attend a Ruble Graduate Seminar

Dates and locations are subject to change. Before making any travel arrangements, call to verify the dates, location, start time and availability when registering for a program.

Method of Payment

- Check Enclosed (Payable to MIIAB) or Charge to:  
  - VISA  
  - Mastercard  
  
(Additional non-refundable charge of $15 will apply per seminar for credit card transactions)

In accordance with Title III of the American with Disabilities Act, we invite all registrants to advise us of any disability and any request for accommodation to that disability. Please submit your request as far as possible in advance of the program you wish to attend.

All courses begin Wednesdays at 8:00 a.m., Thursdays from 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m., and Fridays from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

Optional Exam: Friday 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

NOTE: Ruble Graduate Seminars only meet Wednesdays and Thursdays from 8:00 a.m. until 5:15 p.m. & there is no exam.

Important Information

All participants must present photo identification to the on-site registrar at the institute. Cancellations received within 7 calendar days of a program will incur a $75 non-refundable fee. If you do not cancel and do not attend the program, you will incur a $125 fee. The balance of the registration fee may be refunded or transferred to another course. You may substitute an eligible person for the same event anytime at no charge with notification prior to the course.

These courses have been submitted for approval to the MN Commissioner of Commerce for 20 hours of Insurance continuing education. Except for Ruble Graduate Seminar that are only 16 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Seminar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$440.00</td>
<td>CIC Institutes (20 Hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$430.00</td>
<td>Ruble Graduate Seminar (16 Hours)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It’s always with reluctance that we have to announce a price increase to cover our increased cost of equipment, supplies, and staff. We trust that our $10 increase, effective January 1, will still allow you to enjoy the seminars you’ve come to expect from an association such as ours.
Please select Seminar date - These courses have been approved by the MN Commissioner of Commerce for 7 hours of Insurance continuing education

- 1/7/16 - St. Cloud Personal Lines Miscellaneous
- 1/12/16 - Shoreview Personal Auto
- 1/20/16 - Maple Grove Commercial Casualty I
- 2/4/16 - Maple Grove Personal Auto
- 2/9/16 - Rochester Personal Auto
- 3/8/16 - St. Cloud Commercial Casualty II
- 3/16/16 - Maple Grove WTH - Personal Lines
- 3/17/16 - Mankato Personal Residential
- 4/5/16 - Maple Grove Elements of Risk Management
- 4/12/16 - Duluth Personal Auto
- 5/12/16 - Brainerd Commercial Property
- 5/17/16 - Maple Grove Life & Health Essentials
- 5/18/16 - Shoreview Agency Operations
- 5/24/16 - Rochester Commercial Property
- 6/2/16 - Duluth Commercial Casualty II
- 6/7/16 - Bemidji Personal Lines Miscellaneous
- 6/14/16 - Maple Grove Agency Operations
- 7/7/16 - Grand Rapids Commercial Property
- 7/12/16 - St. Cloud WTH - Commercial Lines
- 7/20/16 - Maple Grove Personal Residential
- 8/3/16 - Shoreview Personal Lines Miscellaneous
- 8/9/16 - Willmar Commercial Casualty I
- 8/16/16 - Alexandria WTH - Personal Lines
- 8/18/16 - Maple Grove Dynamics of Service
- 9/13/16 - St. Cloud Personal Residential
- 9/15/16 - Rochester Elements of Risk Management
- 9/20/16 - Maple Grove Commercial Property
- 10/6/16 - Maple Grove Personal Lines Miscellaneous
- 10/18/16 - Mankato Elements of Risk Management
- 10/25/16 - Duluth Personal Residential
- 11/8/16 - Maple Grove Commercial Casualty I
- 11/16/16 - Shoreview Commercial Property
- 12/7/16 - Maple Grove Commercial Casualty II

Method of Payment

Check Enclosed (Payable to MIIAB) or Charge to: VISA Mastercard

CANCELLATION POLICY: Registration fee is fully refundable if cancellation is received seven days prior to class. A $30.00 fee will be charged for cancellations less than seven days before the scheduled class. NO SHOWS will NOT receive a refund.

In accordance with Title III of the American with Disabilities Act, we invite all registrants to advise us of any disability and any request for accommodation to that disability. Please submit your request as far as possible in advance of the program you wish to attend.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Seminar</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$164.00</td>
<td>CISR Seminar</td>
<td>8:00am-3:45pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test: 4:15-5:15pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$174.00</td>
<td>William T. Hold Seminar (WTH)</td>
<td>8:00am-4:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$164.00</td>
<td>Dynamics of Service</td>
<td>8:00am-5:00pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Return to: MIIAB, 15490 101st Ave N, Suite 100, Maple Grove, MN 55369 P: 763.235.6460 F: 763.235.6461 E: miia@miia.org www.miia.org
2016 MIIAB E&O Risk Management: Meeting the Challenges of Change

MN Independent Insurance
Agents & Brokers Association

These courses have been approved by the MN Commissioner of
Commerce for 6 hours of Insurance continuing education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENCY SIZE</th>
<th>TOTAL ATTENDEES REQUIRED AT A (6 HOUR) SEMINAR</th>
<th>POSITION IN AGENCY</th>
<th>PLUS ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ACTIVE AGENCY PRINCIPAL, OWNER, PARTNER OR OFFICER</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACTIVE AGENCY PRINCIPAL, OWNER, PARTNER OR OFFICER</td>
<td>ONE PRODUCER OR CSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>ACTIVE AGENCY PRINCIPAL, OWNER, PARTNER, OFFICER, OPERATIONS MANAGER OR PRODUCER</td>
<td>TWO PRODUCER’S OR CSR’S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ACTIVE AGENCY PRINCIPAL, OWNER, PARTNER, OFFICER AND ONE ACTIVE AGENCY PRINCIPAL, OWNER, PARTNER, OFFICER, OPERATIONS MANAGER OR PRODUCER</td>
<td>THREE PRODUCER’S OR CSR’S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51+</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>ACTIVE AGENCY PRINCIPAL, OWNER, PARTNER, OFFICER AND TWO ACTIVE AGENCY PRINCIPAL’S, OWNER’S, PARTNER’S, OFFICER’S, OPERATIONS MANAGER’S OR PRODUCER’S AND TWO CSR’S</td>
<td>FIVE PRODUCER’S OR CSR’S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cost per person
$151.00 MIIAB Member Price
$166.00 Non-Member Price

Agencies that attend this seminar will receive a 10% loss control credit on their Westport E&O Premium. Once an agency attends the seminar the 10% credit will apply for 3 years if the agency remains claim free during the 3 year period.

Method of Payment
☐ Check Enclosed (Payable to MIIAB) or Charge to: ☐ VISA ☐ Mastercard
(Additional non-refundable charge of $5 will apply per class for credit card transactions)

CANCELLATION POLICY: Registration fee is fully refundable if cancellation is received seven days prior to class. A $30.00 fee will be charged for cancellations less than seven days before the scheduled class. NO SHOWS will NOT receive a refund.

In accordance with Title III of the American with Disabilities Act, we invite all registrants to advise us of any disability and any request for accommodation to that disability. Please submit your request as far as possible in advance of the program you wish to attend.

Cost per person
$151.00 MIIAB Member Price
$166.00 Non-Member Price

Method of Payment
☐ Check Enclosed (Payable to MIIAB) or Charge to: ☐ VISA ☐ Mastercard
(Additional non-refundable charge of $5 will apply per class for credit card transactions)

CANCELLATION POLICY: Registration fee is fully refundable if cancellation is received seven days prior to class. A $30.00 fee will be charged for cancellations less than seven days before the scheduled class. NO SHOWS will NOT receive a refund.

In accordance with Title III of the American with Disabilities Act, we invite all registrants to advise us of any disability and any request for accommodation to that disability. Please submit your request as far as possible in advance of the program you wish to attend.
MIIAB is now sponsoring the
Certified Risk Managers Designation

Protecting People Protecting Homes Protecting Everything

LOSS PREVENTERS
Education that reduces risk and prevents loss—Certified Risk Managers Program.

The Certified Risk Managers (CRM) designation demonstrates that you are knowledgeable in all areas of managing risks, hazards, and exposures.

The courses provide you with an in-depth knowledge about today’s highest priorities – identifying, analyzing, controlling, financing, and administering operational risks – as well as political risks, catastrophic loss exposures, third-party exposures, fiduciary exposures, employee injury exposures, juridical risks, legal risks, and more – whether insurable or not. The skills you learn will make you more proactive and valuable to your organization in discovering how risks can interrupt the flow of earnings and how to protect against it.

For more info and to register follow this link:
https://www.scic.com/courses/CRM#

Financing of Risk  November 29 - December 2, 2016 Maple Grove, MN
Thank you to the following companies that are supporting the association through our Power in Partners Program in 2015. Their support helps to make possible exceptional education opportunities, quality networking events, up-to-date communications to our members and strong lobbying presence within the state of Minnesota.

**DIAMOND LEVEL**

ACUITY
American Driving Records, Inc.
American Strategic Insurance
Encompass Insurance Company
Liberty Mutual Insurance

**PLATINUM LEVEL**

**GOLD LEVEL**

Midwest Family Mutual
QBE
RPS
The Hanover Group
Universal Property & Casualty

**SILVER LEVEL**

American Modern Insurance Group
AmTrust North America
Berkshire Hathaway GUARD Insurance
Capital Premium Financing
Cardinal Claims Service, Inc.
CNA Insurance
Continental Western Group
Erickson-Larsen, Inc.
Harmon Auto Glass
ICC Restoration & Cleaning Services
Lindstrom Restoration
McNeil & Company, Inc.
Meadowbrook, Inc.
MVP Service Solutions
Prime Insurance Company
R-T Specialty, LLC.
SafeCo Insurance
Safelite Auto Glass
Selective Insurance
ServiceMaster by Hedden-SRM

State Auto Companies
The Hartford
The IMT Group
Tomsche, Sonnesyn & Tomsche, PA
Travelers Companies, Inc.
Westfield Insurance
Wilson Mutual Insurance Company
Workers Compensation Specialist